
Steel Awards 2013 – Yet another successful year for the Steel Construction Industry 
 

This year was the 32nd Steel Awards, which recognises excellence in the use of structural steel 

in various construction projects 

 

Fifty entries of projects completed in 2012 were received this year and Spencer Erling, SAISC 

Education Director and convener of the Steel Awards judges, said that although the number 

of entries this year was less than those in the bumper years of 2009 and 2010, it was still a 

significant amount considering the industry has experienced a significant slowdown since 

then. “However, the quality of entries this year makes up for the lack of quantity. I am 

constantly amazed how the standard of entries seems to improve each year. Considering the 

history of high-level work that has been entered into Steel Awards over the years, it is most 

encouraging that the bar is raised on such a consistent basis,” Erling says. 

 

 

NTT Audi New Showroom Wins Light Steel Frame Building Category 

Audi’s new showroom in East London has won the Stewart and Lloyds Light Steel Frame 

Building (LSFB) category. One of the judges, Peter Curr, representing the Association for Steel 

Tube and Pipe Manufacturers of South Africa, said that over the past few years the entries for 

the LSFB category have been predominantly for residential structures. “This however was a 

top-end motor showroom, which was certainly a departure from the norm and certainly 

required closer inspection. It came through with flying colours demonstrating the unique 

attributes of LSFB. In this case instead of straight and square lines, we were treated to 

dramatic curves that illustrated the versatility of the product,” he said. 

 

 
 

  



As expected, the interior of an upmarket car showroom must be unique and classy to, after 

all, show off one of the most respected German-made car brands. The client wanted curved 

walls and bulk heads to get the right effect and usually this would have been done in 

concrete. But, as with most retail and commercial projects time is money and the LSFB 

method was the perfect solution given this scenario. Due to the very tight project programme 

as well as the size and height of the curved walls, the LSFB method was the perfect system to 

use in place of standard dry-walling. Furthermore 

the use of pre-assembled structural beams and joists allowed for very quick on-site erection of 

curved walls with the added advantage of consistent sizes and accuracy. The judges said 

that in every aspect of this technically challenging project, LSFB performed as we have come 

to expect from this versatile building method. “This is a deserving winner of the Stewarts and 

Lloyds light steel framing category award,” they concluded. 

 

Project Team LSFB Winners 

Developer/ Owner: Audi VW East London 

Architect: Alchemy Architects 

Structural Engineer: Endecon Ubuntu 

Quantity Surveyor: Cater & Associates 

Project Manager: Dewing Construction 

Main Contractor: Dewing Construction 

Steelwork Contractor LSFB: Shospec 

LSFB Manufacturer: Steel Frame Developments 

Detailers/ Detailing Company: Shospec 


